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Principal Hiring Scorecard

A high-quality principal hiring process has far-ranging impacts on the leadership and student learning in a given school. The principal hiring should be fair, rigorous, and data-driven, and its results should inform new principal induction and mentoring processes.

The first step in developing a strong principal hiring process is to identify the strengths and areas of growth for your district’s current principal hiring process. What elements of the process does your district currently do well? What aspects can your district improve upon? To find out, take the following survey.

*Note: This survey has been adapted for the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders Professional Learning Module: Recruit, Select, and Support: Turnaround Leader Competencies to reflect the use of turnaround principal competencies in the principal hiring process.

Survey

Instructions: For each question, please circle the response that best describes the principal hiring process in your district. There are no right or wrong answers.

When you have finished, use the scoring guide at the end of the survey to access the quality of your district’s principal hiring process.

1. Outside Recruitment
   a. There is no central source for handling the recruitment process, and recruitment is typically done through word of mouth and with advertisements in the local newspapers. We primarily publicize openings in one or two venues.
   b. We have a principal recruitment plan that is coordinated by a single office or officer. The district uses word of mouth and print advertising to publicize openings, but it also publicizes through school/district and state education agency websites and state postings at universities or colleges. We use a mix of methods (more than two or three), and we publicize within our athletic conference and the state.
   c. We have a principal recruitment plan that is coordinated by a single office or officer, and we conduct a targeted search based on school/district leadership needs. The district uses a mix of methods to publicize openings, including word of mouth, print advertising, websites, and job fairs. We publicize within our athletic conference, across the state, and occasionally at national levels. *Recruitment materials include turnaround principal actions and competencies.

2. Internal Recruitment
   a. We encourage candidates within the district or school to apply for open positions. All candidates, of course, must meet basic qualifications. We do not have a structured
process in place to build teacher-leader or assistant principal skills and knowledge to prepare them to become principals. We provide incentives to assistant principals and teachers so that they are encouraged to obtain their administrative licenses.

b. We encourage candidates within the district or school to apply for open positions, and all candidates must meet basic qualifications. We have trained current principals to mentor assistant principals and teachers to build their skills as leaders, but we do not have performance evaluation processes in place to determine whether or not new leaders are capable and effective. Special leadership positions or additional responsibilities are not available to new leaders. We provide incentives to assistant principals and teachers so that they are encouraged to get their administrative licenses.

c. We encourage candidates within the district or school to apply for open positions, and all candidates must meet basic qualifications. We provide incentives to assistant principals and teachers so that they are encouraged to get their administrative licenses. We also have a “grow your own” leadership program that includes mentoring from principals or other leaders, evaluation of new leaders’ skills and competencies, and formalized opportunities to lead schoolwide efforts. Recruitment materials include turnaround principal actions and competencies.

3. **Recruitment Effectiveness**
   a. As a result of our recruitment efforts, we receive less than 10 applications per opening. Typically, 1 or 2 of these applications are viable or high quality.
   
   b. As a result of our recruitment efforts, we receive 10–15 applications per opening. Typically, 3 to 5 of these applications are viable or high quality.
   
   c. As a result of our recruitment efforts, we receive 10–15 applications per opening. Typically, 5 or more of these applications are viable or high quality.

4. **Pace of Initial Candidate Review**
   a. After applications are received, they are reviewed in one or more weeks.
   
   b. After applications are received, they are reviewed within a week or so.
   
   c. After applications are received, they are reviewed within a day or two.

5. **Quality of Initial Candidate Review**
   a. The initial review typically is conducted by one person. Criteria for the review may or may not be specified. Documentation of the review may or may not occur.
   
   b. The initial review typically is conducted by two or more people, who independently review candidate credentials. Criteria used for the review are not specified. Documentation of the review may or may not occur.
   
   c. The initial review typically is conducted by two or more people, who independently review candidate credentials. Reviewers use the same criteria when reviewing candidate credentials. Documentation of the review process occurs and records are kept. *Review
criteria include turnaround principal competencies and evidence of past turnaround experience.

6. **Breadth of Information Used for Review**
   Following is a list of documents or processes used to evaluate principal candidates:
   
   1) Résumé
   2) Cover letter
   3) Letter of recommendation
   4) Transcripts
   5) Certification
   6) References
   7) Writing sample
   8) Telephone interview by district/school personnel
   9) In-person behavioral event interviews* by district staff
   10) In-person behavioral event interviews* by school staff and/or community members

   *Behavioral event interviews probe for details about actions and thoughts in one or more previous events in the candidate’s history.

   a. My district relies primarily on items 1–5 of the above measures to assess principal candidates.
   b. My district primarily relies on items 1–8 of the above measures to assess principal candidates.
   c. My district primarily relies on items 1–10 to assess principal candidates.

7. **Selection of Candidate Reviewers**
   
   a. Candidate reviewers do not receive any training. They are intelligent people, after all. They know how to hire people and know what a good school leader must do.
   b. Candidate reviewers receive some training about the hiring process and the legalities of that process. However, training does not include discussion of criteria for assessing candidates or hiring priorities.
   c. Candidate reviewers receive some training about the hiring process and the legalities of the process. Training also includes discussion of criteria for assessing candidates *turnaround leader competencies and hiring priorities. We establish some reliability among the candidate reviewers to ensure that they are on the same page.

8. **Fairness of the Review**
   
   a. All candidates have to submit the same, basic information about their credentials to be considered for the position. However, we are not very consistent with our use of interview questions or additional methods of evaluating candidates. We do not consistently maintain applicant records.
b. All candidates have to submit the same, basic information about their credentials to be considered for the position. Interviewers generally ask the same questions of all candidates and generally use the same additional methods for evaluating candidates. We consistently maintain applicant records.

c. All candidates have to submit the same, basic information about their credentials to be considered for the position. Interviewers ask the same questions of all candidates and use the same additional methods for evaluating candidates. Interview questions and tasks or simulations are determined ahead of time. Our process is structured so that all candidates have the same opportunities to display their skills and abilities. We consistently maintain applicant records.

9. Candidate’s Match to School
   a. We hire the same type of candidate regardless of school leadership needs or community characteristics.
   b. We sometimes make efforts to take school leadership needs or community characteristics into account. However, our process does not involve much input from school members or review of school-based or community-based information. When we set priorities for a hire, we may or may not follow these priorities.
   c. We consistently make an effort to consider school leadership needs or community characteristics. Our process intentionally involves priority setting that takes into account the school and community situation. We often review school- or community-based information when setting priorities. When we set priorities for a hire, we generally follow these priorities.

10. Extent to Which the Candidate’s Use of Data Informs the Hiring Process
   a. The hiring committee does not consider the candidate’s data use to inform the hiring process. For instance, finalist candidates are not interviewed about their reliance on using data to inform student learning and are not asked to display their knowledge and skill at using data.
   b. The hiring process considers the candidate’s data use, but this usage is not given great weight. Candidates are asked about the emphasis they place on using data and their skill at using data, but there are no assessments as part of the hiring process.
   c. The hiring committee clearly emphasizes the candidate’s use of data. A number of questions in the interview are directed at determining the emphasis that candidates place on using data. Also, candidates are presented with scenarios using data that they need to complete and on which they are rated.

11. Criteria for the Hiring Process
   a. We do not have explicit criteria for hiring a new principal. Decision-making staff apply their own criteria and deliberate which criteria are most important.
   b. We have some “home grown” criteria for hiring a new principal, and these criteria are generally accepted by a core group of staff.
c. We have criteria for hiring a new principal that are tied to national/state standards, *turnaround principal competencies, and are based on research on what turnaround principals must know and do. These criteria are written down and applied. The criteria are generally accepted by a core group of staff.

12. Effectiveness of the Hiring Process

a. We do not measure the effectiveness of the hiring process in any meaningful way. We generally do not collect information from candidates about the ease of the hiring process. We do not collect information from schools or others about how well a newly hired new principal is meeting school needs. We do not consider principal performance or retention information when revising our recruitment and hiring process.

b. We consider information from schools or others on how well the new principal meets school needs and performs on the job. We consider principal performance and retention information when revising our recruitment and hiring process. We do not collect information from schools or others about how well the new principal meets school needs.

c. We consider information from schools or others on how well the new principal meets school needs and performs on the job. We consider principal performance and retention information when revising our recruitment and hiring process. We do collect information from candidates about the ease of the hiring process.

13. Alignment to Human Capital Management Systems

a. Information gathered during the hiring process is not used to plan induction or mentoring services to new principals. We generally do not offer induction programs, mentoring support, and/or reduced workloads to new principals or to principals who are new to the school or district.

b. Information gathered during the hiring process is not used to plan induction or mentoring services to new principals. We do offer induction programming, mentoring support, and/or reduced workloads to new principals or to principals who are new to the school or district.

c. Information gathered during the hiring process, *including information about turnaround principal competencies, is considered when planning induction or mentoring services to new principals. We do offer induction programming, mentoring support, and/or reduced workloads to new principals or to principals who are new to the school or district.
Scoring

Scoring Instructions: After completing the survey, please calculate your district’s overall score by tallying the number of points for each question. Give your district 1 point for each “a” response, 2 points for each “b” response, and 3 points for each “c” response. Add up these points for your district’s overall score.

Your district’s score is _______.

- If your district’s score is 30 to 39 points: Wow, your district is doing a terrific job. You should share your practices with other districts.
- If your district’s score is 25 to 29 points: Pretty good! Your district may want to focus on specific aspects of improving the recruitment process, the hiring process, or the consistency with which recruitment and hiring occurs.
- If your district’s score is 13 to 24 points: Not bad, but could be better. You may want to consider changing your hiring and recruitment processes and adding components/steps to the process.

Note: This survey has not been validated, but it is a quick and easy way to gauge your district’s principal hiring process.
## Turnaround Leader Competencies

### DRIVING FOR RESULTS – plans all actions of leader and teachers to achieve rapid, dramatic gains

**Achievement / Focus on Sustainable Results**
- The drive and actions to set challenging goals and reach a high standard of performance despite barriers.
- Taking responsibility to improve outcomes and implement initiatives to accomplish sustainable results.

**Monitoring & Directiveness / Holding People Accountable**
- The ability to set clear expectations and to hold others accountable for performance.
- Mindful of school performance needs and holds adults accountable for high standards.

**Initiative and Persistence**
- The drive and actions to do more than is expected or required in order to accomplish a challenging task.
- Includes both stepping up to do more personally and enlisting others to do more when goals feel most at risk.

**Planning Ahead**
- A bias toward planning in order to derive future benefits or to avoid future problems.
- Includes making a plan in advance and with detail, so that others know exactly what to do differently.

### INFLUENCING FOR RESULTS – influences others to contribute to rapid, dramatic gains

**Impact and Influence**
- Acting with purpose of affecting the perceptions, thinking, and actions of others

**Team Leadership / Engaging the Team**
- Assuming authoritative leadership of a group for the benefit of the organization.
- Working with a group to leverage their input, develop actionable goals, and implement change in a school.

**Developing Others**
- Influence with the specific intent to increase the short and long-term effectiveness of another person.
- Includes developing team directly and ensuring that team leaders rapidly develop teachers they lead.

### PROBLEM SOLVING – uses data to plan and solve problems

**Conceptual Thinking**
- The ability to see patterns and links among seemingly unrelated issues or ideas.

**Analytical Thinking**
- The ability to break things down in a logical way and to recognize cause and effect.

### PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS – uses other personal beliefs and behaviors that follow to achieve results

**Self-Confidence / Commitment to Student Achievement**
- A personal belief in one’s ability to accomplish tasks and the actions that reflect that belief.

**Belief in Learning Potential**
- Belief that all students can learn at levels higher than their current achievement indicates.

**Sources:**
- Competencies derived from *Competence at Work*, Spencer and Spencer (1993).

**Notes:**
- The second competency name is the University of Virginia name, and the first is the Public Impact version (links to selection tools).
- **From** Public Impact School Turnaround Teachers: Competencies for Success (2008).
Talent Development Framework

- Attract
  - Pathways into the Profession
  - Workforce Shortage, and Mobility Data
  - Elevating the Status of the Profession

- Prepare
  - Initial Certification and Licensure
  - Program Approval and Accreditation

- Develop, Support, and Retain
  - Recruitment, Selection, and Hiring
  - Career Advancement and Tiered Licensure
  - Evaluation and Professional Learning
  - Recertification and Continuing Licensure
  - Induction and Mentoring
  - Educator Environment
  - Assignment and Transfer
  - Compensation

Great Teachers and Leaders for ALL Students
Sample Turnaround Principal Job Description

Turnaround Principal

ABC School District believes that positive change is possible when five core strategies for school improvement are implemented together as a comprehensive package. These strategies include:

1. Ensuring every student has an excellent teacher and a school leader committed to their success;
2. Setting clear, consistent standards for academic achievement and establishing a school-wide focus on preparing all students for college;
3. Increasing instructional time;
4. Providing daily, small group tutoring to students using highly qualified and well-trained instructors; and
5. Collecting assessment data frequently to monitor each student’s academic progress and tailoring instruction to meet the needs of all learners.

ABC School District is seeking to hire turnaround principals for the 2015–16 school year.

Job Description

Responsibilities:

*Instructional Leadership*
- Lead the school’s vision, mission, and strategic goals to support college-readiness and academic and socio-emotional success for all students;
- Drive rapid and dramatic instructional improvements by implementing strategies in line with the priority areas identified in the School Turnaround Plan;
- Support and supervise the design of rigorous, standards-based instruction with measurable outcomes;
- Implement an observation and feedback cycle that ensures continuous improvement in teaching and learning;
- Analyze student achievement results to identify areas of need and inform school improvement efforts;
- Develop and implement a professional development plan to address identified areas of need; and
- Develop a collegial environment that supports teacher leadership, collaboration, and growth.

*Management and Operations*
- Ensure a safe and nurturing environment for students, staff, and families;
- Oversee the recruitment and hiring of diverse, highly-qualified staff;
- Strategically align people, time and money to drive student achievement;
- Apply teacher and staff performance management systems in a way that ensures a culture of continuous improvement, support, and accountability; and
- Comply with all state and federal laws, policies, and collective bargaining agreements.
Family and Community Engagement
- Actively advocate for and engage family and community;
- Strengthen teacher and staff capacity to cultivate and sustain meaningful partnerships with families of diverse backgrounds and with community members that support student achievement and student well-being; and
- Manage partnerships.

Our turnaround leaders:
- Are focused on results and have proven success in increasing student achievement and adult performance;
- Influence and motivate others to reach their potential;
- Are solution-oriented and creative problem solvers with experience in data analysis and creating and managing systems;
- Set high expectations and communicate them to a variety of stakeholders;
- Understand, communicate and effectively interact with people across cultures;
- Continually reflect and seek feedback to improve their practice;
- Have demonstrated perseverance in their career and education;
- Thrive in a fast-paced, change-oriented environment; and
- Possess strong pedagogical skills and are highly effective at coaching other adults.

Qualifications:
- Master's Degree from an accredited institution
- Experience as a school leader required
- 2+ years of teaching experience highly preferred
- Demonstrated experience in English Language Development (ELD) and Sheltered English Immersion (SEI) strategies, strongly preferred
- English/Spanish bilingual, preferred but not required
- Demonstrated experience in building a positive school culture
- State Principal Licensure (by time of appointment)
- Experience in an urban, high-poverty, and/or turnaround school highly preferred.

Application Process:
Interested candidates should apply through our online system. To apply for this position, please visit www.abcschools.org to submit a resume, cover letter, and references.

ABC School District is an equal opportunity employer. M/F/D/V

To cite the content, please use the following statement: These materials have been adapted in whole or in part with permission from the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders, the Center on School Turnaround at WestEd, Public Impact, and the University of Virginia Darden/Curry Partnership for Leaders in Education.
### Turnaround Principal Job Description Analysis

#### Why would a turnaround leader want this job?

#### Which of these turnaround leader competencies are illustrated in this job description?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competency</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Achievement / Focus on Sustainable Results** | - The drive and actions to set challenging goals and reach a high standard of performance despite barriers.  
- Taking responsibility to improve outcomes and implement initiatives to accomplish sustainable results. |
| **Impact and Influence**                       | - Acting with purpose of affecting the perceptions, thinking, and actions of others.                                                      |
| **Team Leadership / Engaging the Team**        | - Assuming authoritative leadership of a group for the benefit of the organization.  
- Working with a group to leverage their input, develop actionable goals, and implement change in a school. |
| **Conceptual Thinking**                        | - The ability to see patterns and links among seemingly unrelated things.                                                                    |
| **Analytical Thinking**                        | - The ability to break things down in a logical way and to recognize cause and effect.                                                      |

To cite the content, please use the following statement: *These materials have been adapted in whole or in part with permission from the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders, the Center on School Turnaround at WestEd, Public Impact, and the University of Virginia Darden/Curry Partnership for Leaders in Education.*
Step 1: Determine Selection Criteria

Job Descriptions
☐ Identify roles needed for recruitment and hiring
☐ Edit standard job descriptions, if needed, to align with turnaround competencies and actions
☐ Add unique information, such as pay and reporting supervisor
☐ Confirm competencies that will be primary and secondary in selection process

Step 2: Begin Recruitment
☐ Plan ahead to launch recruitment by March, at latest
☐ Prepare and post position descriptions for open positions
☐ Develop talking points about mission and vision
☐ Use multiple media and recruiting events to reach a regional and national hiring pool
☐ Reach out to high-potential candidates through multiple networks, including personal referrals
☐ Solicit nominations from successful principals, trainers, coaches, and other respected sources

Step 3: Conduct Initial Screening

Application Pre-Screen
☐ Identify the methods of screening for each role (human resources)
☐ Identify the criteria and sorting categories for screening with applications and phone calls (human resources)
☐ Identify who will screen
☐ Develop a database with the categories for sorting applicants, or load into your human resource information system
☐ Develop and implement an online application with all needed sections
☐ Based on online applications, identify candidates who warrant short outreach phone calls to extremely high-potential candidates or those applications that need an element explained or put into context (optional)
☐ Sort applicants into categories based on online applications and, if applicable, outreach calls

Phone or Video Pre-Screen Interview (Optional)
☐ Determine which type of candidates will have phone/video pre-screen interviews—all from pre-screened pool, out-of-town, high-priority, etc.
☐ Determine the purpose of the interviews—further screening for certain qualities, marketing to high-priority candidates, etc.
☐ Identify the characteristics and information you will gather data about in the interview
☐ Develop questions and scoring rubrics and/or edit forms for recording responses to each question
☐ Identify who will interview and ensure that each person is trained in or familiar with the interview questions and scoring rubrics
☐ Ensure that the categories of information to be gathered are in your database or human resource information system
☐ Clarify interview mechanics: phone or video technology; number and roles of interviewers; location of interviewer(s); length, times of day, and dates; scheduling responsibility
☐ Conduct interviews
☐ Further sort applicants into categories based phone/video interview outcomes
Step 4: Conduct Advanced Screening

**In-Person Interview (Behavior Event Interview)**

- Determine competencies to assess in interviews for differing positions, if not done already
- Determine scoring rubric, who will score and when (score right after interviews or later based on transcripts)
- Determine questions to ask for each competency or set of competencies and priority order
- Determine who will conduct interviews and how many people in each interview
- Clarify interview mechanics: live or by video; number and roles of interviewers; location of interviewer(s); length, times of day, and dates; scheduling responsibility; whether interviews will be scored live or recorded and scored later
- Ensure that the categories of information to be gathered are in your database or human resource information system
- Ensure that interviewers know how to conduct post-event structured interviews and are familiar with the questions and rubrics
- Conduct interviews, determine scores for each interview
- Record scores in database or human resource information system
- Further sort applicants into categories based on interview outcomes

**Skills Demonstration**

- Determine if skills demonstration screening is warranted
- Determine the purpose of the skills demonstration—further screening for certain qualities, opportunity to assess additional qualities
- Identify the characteristics and information you will gather data about during the skills demonstration
- Identify who will observe and score skills demonstration, and ensure that each person is trained in or familiar with scenario instructions and scoring rubrics
- Clarify skills demonstration mechanics: number and role of observers; location of skills demonstration; length, times, and dates; scheduling responsibility; whether skills demonstration will be scored live or recorded and scored later
- Ensure that the categories of information to be gathered are in your database or human resource information system
- Invite candidates and provide clear expectations for the skills demonstration
- If videotaping, ensure any required consent forms (consult your legal department) are completed
- Conduct the skills demonstration; determine scores for each candidate
- Further sort applicants into categories based on skills demonstration outcomes

**Reference and Background Check**

- Confer with legal department before proceeding to determine existing protocols (state and local statutes) for conducting background and/or reference checks
- With approval from the legal department, develop the process for conducting the background and/or reference checks to ensure consistency
- Determine how the information will be collected, stored, used, and secured
- Prepare and train those conducting the checks on protocols for completing, reporting, and recording the results
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Behavior Event Interview Script

Optional Warm-up/Warm-down:

1. Personal introductions. 5 minutes

2. Tell us more about your recent work experiences. What activities have been most satisfying? Why? (This is just a warm-up question, intended to be light, not in-depth.) 5 minutes.

3. *(At end: Do you have any questions we could answer?)* 10 minutes

Wrap-up: That’s all great to know! Now, let’s get you to tell us even more about yourself.

Structured Interview Questions. We are going to ask you some structured questions about your past experiences.

* We want to understand in detail how you do your work, especially when you’ve felt successful or challenged.

* We want you to describe past events in great detail—almost as if you have a video camera on your shoulder and are showing us exactly what happened.

* At different points, I or my teammates will interrupt you to ask for more detail. Sorry in advance for that! We want to learn as much about you as we can, so we have to probe.

* The questions are structured the same way each time.

* So, let’s get started on the first question:

**Question 1:** Think about a time when you felt very successful or proud of something you accomplished at work. Then I want you to tell me the story. *(Note: Score for Achievement)*

* Take a minute to think about it.

* The first thing I need is a “headline” summary, so we know what the story is about, including what the outcome was. Think of it like a headline in a newspaper—very short.

* Then, I will need you to tell us 3 to 5 major highlights or situations that occurred during your story, in order, including how it got started and the conclusion. I am going to write those down so we can learn more about each step in the story. *(Wait 1 minute.)*

* OK, are you ready with your headline? *(record)* How about your 3 to 5 highlights? *(Write down the highlights of their story in order, perhaps drawing little boxes or a list of the key milestones at the top of your notes page)*

* OK, great. Now take me back to the beginning. Walk me through step by step what you did, said, and thought at the time, and how others responded.

* Probe: What did you do next? What were you thinking at the time? What were you feeling? What did you say?

* If interviewee talks hypothetically, about what he/she would say, interrupt to ask what he/she was thinking at the time in the past.

* If interviewee says “we,” ask “who is we?”

* Only score behaviors/thoughts/feelings that occurred at the time, and that the person had, not teammates.

* Continue as above with remaining competency questions.

Thank you so much for your time today! These were great stories.
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## Achievement

*The drive and actions to set challenging goals and reach a high standard of performance despite barriers.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>General Description</th>
<th>Specific behaviors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red Flag Zone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>Low Concern for Work or Quality</strong></td>
<td>Shows little concern for quality of work. Or expresses concern but not able to describe specific actions taken to do good work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral Zone</td>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Moderate Concern for Work and Quality</strong></td>
<td>Works to meet explicit standards required by others. Or sets own standard for work quality, but not a very difficult or clear standard. Or improves own work or work of team, but not in pursuit of a specific goal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>Strong Concern for Work Goals and Quality Improvement</strong></td>
<td>Sets challenging work goals for self (and/or team) and acts to meet them. Or sets challenging goals for self (and/or team) and tracks and touts progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Hire Zone</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Prioritizes Goals and Tasks Based on Cost-Benefit</strong></td>
<td>Carefully chooses challenging goals and actions (for self and others) based on cost-benefit analysis, such as time, money and other resources needed versus likely speed and magnitude of results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>Pursuit of High-Risk Goals and Improvement</strong></td>
<td>Takes significant personal or career risk or commits significant resources (time, money, etc.) to launch a new venture or attempt an unlikely change/improvement, and Takes multiple actions to minimize risk and ensure success (conduct research, anticipate barriers, plan carefully ahead, etc.), and Acts to engage the efforts of others for success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>Persistent Pursuit of High-Risk Goals and Improvement</strong></td>
<td>Sustains pursuit of Level 6 over time to ensure complete meeting of high-risk goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Red Flag Zone**: Red flag behaviors indicate a severe mismatch for this role.

**Neutral Zone**: These levels do not indicate a match if they are the highest levels of behavior shown.

**Potential Hire Zone**: These behaviors enable some level of success in this role.

TH = Threshold behaviors are needed for moderate success.
S = Superior performers use these behaviors when the situation requires.

## Impact and Influence

*Acting with the purpose of affecting the perceptions, thinking and actions of others.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>General Description</th>
<th>Specific behaviors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red Flag Zone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Personal Gain Tactics, Limited Persuasion</td>
<td>Uses negative behaviors for personal gain. Or does not act to influence others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No Adaptation to Audience</td>
<td>Prepares and presents data and logical arguments, but does not tailor to make them appealing or influential to the specific audience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral Zone</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tailors Single Action to Influence Audience</td>
<td>Thinks ahead about the likely reaction of audience, and adapts communication to obtain desired impact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tailors Single, Dramatic Action to Influence</td>
<td>Takes one, dramatic action chosen to obtain a specific reaction from audience. (Threats do not count; see Directiveness.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Hire Zone</td>
<td>5 TH</td>
<td>Tailors Two Actions to Influence Audience</td>
<td>Thinks ahead about the likely reaction of audience, and adapts communication to obtain desired impact, and shows &quot;influence tenacity&quot; by taking two (not necessarily dramatic) steps to influence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tailors Three Actions or Uses Indirect Influence</td>
<td>Takes three or more steps chosen to influence, or uses third party experts or trusted individuals to influence others, or obtains individual support &quot;behind the scenes,&quot; or chooses timing and delivery/withholding of information to influence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Complex Influence</td>
<td>Engages in a complex set of maneuvers with many people—personal communications, use of third parties, promotion decisions, sharing of power or information, working through chains of people for a &quot;domino&quot; influence effect—to obtain desired impact.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Red Flag Zone:** Red flag behaviors indicate a severe mismatch for this role.

**Neutral Zone:** These levels do not indicate a match if they are the highest levels of behavior shown.

**Potential Hire Zone:** These behaviors enable some level of success in this role.

TH = Threshold behaviors are needed for moderate success.

S = Superior performers use these behaviors when the situation requires.
